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fn February 1988, combined measurements of microwave backscatter, wind,
v¡ave6 and gas exchange have been carried out in the large lndoor, well
eguipped wíndl¿'ave facillty (100x8x0.8 mr) of Delft Hydraulics 1n Delft.
fhfs experiment vras perforr€d ln the framework of the WERS-I proJect.
In this project a numbr of D¡tch and Gennan institutes cooperate.
Main objective is to increase the knowledge about the physics
involved in the interaction of microwaves and the ocean surface and, from
that point, to an improvement of the algorithns used for determination of
wind speed and direction from satelliteborne microwave scatteroneters.
À second objectlve ís to study the relatÍon between the gas exchar¡ge aÈ
the water surface and the nicrorvave backscatter.
The inprove the understanding of the interaction between microvraves and
water waves the VIERS-I (Dr¡Lch acronlm for "Preparation and Interpretation
of ER^S-I data" ) project started in 1986 with the preparatlon of two wlndl¡¡ave
tank experiments and an ocean tov¡er experiment, wtrile alrborne scatteroneter
data became available through the participation in dlfferent ESÀ
windscatte romete r campaigns .
the Delft facllity is excellently suited for detail studies of mlcrowave
backscattering from waves in the capillary region. This tank was mainly
used for studying wind-generated waves.
In the Delft ex¡reriment measurements of the microryave backscatter have been
performed, together and sirm:ltaneously with wave slope measurements as a
function of azim¡th angle, incidence angle, polarization and wind velocity.
A nr¡mber of wave measurement devices have been enployed in the Delft windl¡¡ave
tank. The most inportant for the micronrave measurements were the se-called
inaging slope gauge (ISc) and the laser slope gauge (tsc).
The ISG was used to derive the short vrave spectral density fi:nction, with
the wavelength between 3 nun and 15 cm, wtrÍIe the slope distribr¡tion of the
larger vùaves was calcrrlated using the LSG measurements. the cross-over
fregr,rency between the two scales was chosen in the order of 4 Hz after a
sensitivity analyses. Using tlese waveparaneters as a input the two scàle
backscatter theory (C.n. Valenzuela, Boundary Layer Heteorol., 13, 61-85, 197S)
with some modifications (lrt.À. Donelan and W.J. Pierson, Journalif Geophysical
Research, 92, 491L-5029, L987) v¡as applied to derive the normalized radar
cross sectïõn.
The radar measuretnents are compared with the model predictions. In general
a difference of 1 dB for HH and 2 dB for W polarization is fotrnd.
Detailed analyses using a windspeed of LL.2 tVs (Uro) shows differences
ln the neasured and predicted polarization ratio between 1 and 2 dB, wtrere
the larger difference is found at the larger incídence angles.
It¡e ¡nodel seems to be non-stable for srnall incidence angles leading to
a large discrepanry with the measurements. þplying a cutoff in the model
at a local incidence angle of 18o shows a mrch better agreement with the
neasurements.
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